TRENDSETTER YARNS
BE A TRENDSETTER THIS HOLIDAY WITH ONE SKEIN OF BODEGA
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Knit BODEGA
alone for a petal
leaf scarf (D), work a simple slip
stitch along one edge to gather
and ruffle (C&E) or work a
base scarf and embellish it
(A&B). All it takes is one
skein of Bodega and
a little time to create
something
perfect.
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BODEGA SCARF VARIATIONS

Designed By: Barry Klein

Copyright August 2011

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Bodega-1/100gr. (Crochet Alone)
Bodega-1/100gr. (Crochet w/sequin edge.)
Glitter-1/spool. (Crochet w/sequin edge.)
Bodega-2/100gr. (Knit ruffles)
Merino 8-1/50gr. (Knit ruffles).
Crochet hook F,G or H
Knitting Needles #9
CROCHET ALONE RUFFLED SCARF:
Wind Bodega into a skein. Knot the end. With crochet hook, poke a hole close to knot. Place point of hook into
ribbon about ¼ - ½” ahead and poke another hole to grab some threads of the edge. Pull threads through stitch on
hook as if to Slip St. and gather. Repeat for length of scarf. At end, pull tail through stitch on hook and tie a know.
Pull unsecured edge of ribbon to open up and ruffle.
SEQUIN RUFFLE SCARF: With crochet hook work 1 row of Single Crochet along the edge of the ribbon until
sequins run out. Some colors cover the full skein and some colors will run short by about 2 yards. There is still
plenty for a good length of scarf. Secure Glitter. Work opposite edge to gather following the crochet alone ruffle
scarf to finish off.
KNIT RUFFLES: Tie a knot. With #9 needle, pick up 6sts along the edge of the ribbon. Turn and knit one row
poking holes and catching a few threads for each stitch pulling threads through stitch on needle as if to knit.
Change to Merino and work 4 rows of Garter St. (Knit every row. Change to Bodega and continue for 2 rows. Repeat
for desired length of scarf. Work final repeat in Merino and bind off on last row of Garter St. When worn, ruffles will
fall over Merino and cover.

SEGUE or FILOSOPHY & BODEGA SLIP ST. SCARF
Designed By: Barry Klein

Copyright: August 2011

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Segue-1(2)/100gr.
Bodega-1(2)/1000gr.
Needles #15.
Filosophy-8/50gr.
Bodega-1/100gr.
Needles #9.
SIZE: 10” x 48”, 10” x 70”. Segue Version
16” x 60”-Filosophy Version
GAUGE: With #15 needle and Segue in Slip St.; 3sts = 1”.
With #9 needle and Filosophy in Slip St.; 5sts=1”.
SEGUE or FILOSOPHY & BODEGA SLIP ST. SCARF – KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
WRAP BODY: With #15 needle and Segue, Cast on 19sts. Work in pattern as follows:
Row 1: (WS) *K4,P1*. Repeat *to* 3x, end K4.
Row 2: (RS) *K4, wyib Sl.1*. Repeat *to* 3x, end K4.
Repeat pattern to desired length or enough yarn remains to bind off. Bind off in pattern.
With #9 needle and Filosophy, Cast on 79sts. Work in pattern as follows:
Row 1: (WS) *K19,P1*. Repeat *to* 3x, end K19.
Row 2: (RS) *P19, wyib Sl.1*. Rep *to* 3x, end P19.
Repeat pattern to desired length or enough yarn remains to bind off. Bind off in pattern.
SEGUE VERSION: Cut Bodega. Using sewing thread or think plies of Merino, sew edge of Bodega in place between
the Slip St. for the entire length gathering edge with every stitch. Secure tail and repeat for complete scarf. Pull
unsecured edge of Bodega to create flaired ruffles.
FILISOPHY VERSION: Cut Bodega. Using sewing thread or think plies of Merino, sew center of Bodega in place
between the Slip St. for the entire length gathering with every stitch. Secure tail and repeat for complete scarf. Pull
unsecured edge of Bodega to create flaired ruffles.
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